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Prague zoo opens 80th season
ČTK | 28 MARCH 2011

Prague, March 26 (CTK) - Thousands of people attended the ceremonial opening of the 80th
season of the Prague Zoo despite cloudy weather Saturday to see the christening of a pair of
rare iguanas and the reconstructed buildings with a new restaurant and gallery.

The Blue Iguanas, a critically endangered species, were christened by Prague Mayor
Bohuslav Svoboda and the Zoo director Miroslav Bobek. The lizards were named Faust and
Margarita.

The Prague Zoo sought to get the nearly extinct lizards coming from the Grand Cayman
island for more than ten years, curator Petr Velensky said.

He said the Prague Zoo is the only one in Europe to have them.

Velensky expressed hope that the pair would multiply.

Bobek said he believed the timbered Cubist houses built by renowned Czech architect Josef
Gocar at the beginning of the 20th century would be one of the main attractions of the Prague
Zoo even though there are no animals in them.

The houses were originally built at the city's first airport in Prague-Kbely. They were moved
to the Zoo in the 1960s and put together again in the 1970s.

The houses were damaged by a massive flood in August 2002. Their reconstruction cost more
than 42 million crowns.

Another event held Saturday was a celebration of a mare of the animal, for which the Zoo has
become known - Przewalski Horse.

The Przewalski horse, a wild Asian horse, became extinct in the wild in the early 1970s. At
present, there are 100 Przewalski horses in the acclimatisation station in the Gobi Desert in
Mongolia, also thanks to the Prague Zoo.

The Zoo has bred Przewalski horses in the long run and it has kept the genealogy of this
nearly extinct species since the middle of the 20th century.

The Zoo receives more than a million visitors a year. This morning some 6000 people visited
it.

The official opening date of the Zoo is September 28, 1931 when the first visitors ever arrived
on a sunny day. An administrative building and an aviary were built that year. The first
animal of the Zoo was Lotta, a she-wolf. The Zoo also acquired the first Przewalski horse in
1931.
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